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A unicyclic network is one generalization of a tree network. In this paper we examine the prob- 
lem of finding an absolute center of a unicyclic network. We show that this problem can be solved 
in linear time with respect to the number of vertices in the network. 
1. Introduction 
Locating an emergency response facility is often modeled as a minimax location 
problem. There we minimize the distance from the facility location to the farthest 
demand point. 
An absolute center of a tree can be found with linear time algorithms given in 
[3-51. In a general network the worst case time complexity is 0(n3) given in 
[1,2,%61. 
2. Preliminaries 
We consider an undirected network G = (V,E) where V is the finite set of vertices 
and E the set of edges. We have 1 V I= n and G has no loop edges. For each edge 
(i,j) we attach a positive integer weight r(i,j) called the length. All the paths we con- 
sider are simple. Let d(i,j) be the length of a shortest path between vertices i and 
j and d(p(i,j)) is the length of path p =p(i,j). We may consider any point x of edge 
0, j) situated t*/(i, j) units from vertex i, where 0 I t s 1. Then for any vertex k E V 
we have d(x, k) =min{t*l(i,j)+d(i, k), (I - t)*r(i,i,j)+d(j, k)). 
A network is unicyclic if it is connected and contains exactly one cycle. Thus 
IE I= n in a unicyclic network. We denote a unicyclic network by U. A cycle con- 
taining k vertices is denoted by C,. Cycle C, includes vertices q and edges (q, c,, r)Y 
i=l,...,k and c~+~- -cl. The length of cycle C, is d(Ck) = Cf= I I&, cj+ & 
We can easily test if a network G is unicyclic and in the positive case find out QY 
cycle C,. First we check that IEI = n and that there are no vertices of degree zero. 
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Then we repeatedly find any vertex having degree one in the remaining network and 
delete it and the edge associated with it. Finally all the vertices in the remaining net- 
work have degree two because all the time the number of edges equals the number 
of vertices. If we are left with a connected network, then the original network is 
unicychc and the remaining network is a cycle C, with some krn. 
If we delete each edge of a cycle C, from a unicyclic network U we are left with 
k subtrees q, ci E c. Thus q is a subtree of U spanned by the vertex set 
V(q)= (j:j~V and d(j,q)=d(j,&)), 
where d( j, C,) = min(d( j, ci), i= 1, . . . , k}. For each Ci, i= 1, . . . , k, we define the 
value I(i) = mm(d(ci, j) : j E T}. We denote by gi one vertex of T such that 
d(cj, gj) = I(i) and we say that gj is a distant vertex of q. The values f(i) can be com- 
puted together with the identification of C,. We also need spanning trees of Uand 
by T(i) we mean a spanning tree of U which is obtained by deleting edge (Cj,cj+,) 
from U. These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
3. An absolute center 
Let e(x) denote the eccentricity of point x E G, e(x) = max{ d(x, i) : i e V} . Point x’ 
is an absoh& enter of G if e(x’) 5 e(x) for all points x E G. Suppose U is a unicyclic 
network which has a cycle C, of k vertices. We denote by c, a vertex of C, having 
I(a)=max{l(i):i=l,...,k). We define the distance d=max{d(c,, j): je 
V \ V(T,)) to be the eccentricity of c, in U\ {T,\ {c,)}. A diametral path of tree 
Tis a path which has the greatest length of all the paths of tree T. An absolute center 
of tree T is on the midpoint of a diametral path of tree T [4]. 
Lemma 1. Let x’ be an absolute center of a unicycIic network U. 
If I(a) > d, then x’ E T,. 
If 1 (a) = d, then x’ = c,. 
If l(a)<d, then x’EC~. 
Fig. 1. A unicyclic network CJ with its edge lengths, its decomposition to cycle Cs and subtrees &, 
i=l , . . . . 5, and the spanning tree T(3). 
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Proof. If I(a)>& then for any point XE U\ T, we have e(x)> Z(a) = e(c,). Thus 
x’ET,. If f(a)<d, then for all points xeT,\ (c~,) we have e(x)>d=e(u) and thus 
x’~T,\{c,). If XE~\{Ci}, i=l,..., k, i#a, then 
e(x)=max{d(x,j):j~U\I;:)>max{d(q,j):.j~U\~) =e(cJ 
and so we must have X’E C,. If Z(u) = d, then e(x) > d= e(c,) for all x E T, \ (c,) and 
e(x) > Z(a) = e(c,) for all XE U\ T,. Cl 
According to Lemma 1 we can modify U to a tree network T,* if I(a) > d. In this 
modification we substitute U\ T, by one edge (c,,c) where c is a new vertex and 
I@,, c) = d. Suppose then that Z(Q) < d and so X’E C,. Then we have a spanning tree 
Tu of U such that an absolute center of Tu coincides with an absolute center x’ of 
U. In U there are k different spanning trees and so examining each of them gives 
us an O(nk) time solution method. 
We examine this situation more carefully. Thus we have I(a and let T(i) be 
a spanning tree of U which is obtained by deleting edge (ci, ci+ r) of C,. In this case 
every diametral path of T(i) includes at least one edge of C, and a diametral path p 
is between two different distant vertices g, and gP Therefore we havep=p(g,,gJ)= 
p(ge, c,) U p(c,, cf) Up(cJ,gf) and the eccentricity of an absolute center of T(i) 
equals +d(p(g,,gf)). Suppose c,~p(ci,c~) in T(i). Vertices c, and cf satisfy two 
properties. Firstly, all the vertices in subtrees Tj, Cj EP(Ci,Ce), must be covered by 
length I(e) from vertex c, which means that we must have Z(j)+d(cj, c,)sZ(e) for 
all cj Ep(Ci-,ce). Secondly, vertex g, must be the farthest vertex from gj which 
means that there is no cj EI](c,, cf), j # f, such that f(j)> d(cj,c,)+f (e). 
Motivated by these observations in a spanning tree T(i) of U we define vertex ci 
of cycle C, of a unicyclic network U to be a decisive verfex, if there exists no vertex 
cj E Ck such that 
f(j) L d(ci, ci) + Z(i) 
in U. Thus fQ)+d(ci,cj)>Z(j) holds for all pairs Ci, Cj of decisive vertices. Clearly 
c, is one decisive vertex. The others can be found by traversing cycle C, in two op- 
posite directions beginning from c, and ending to c,. 
Suppose we have two decisive vertices c, and c, such that _v(c,, c,)=(c,, c,, i) U 
p(c,+ ,,c,) contains no other decisive vertices. Then we say that c, and c, are 
neighbourdecisive vertices. The value f(r)+d(&)-d(p(c,, c,))+/(s) is the length of 
a path between vertices gr and g, in any spanning tree of U which is obtained by 
deleting one edge of path p(c,,c,) from U. Sut because c, and c, are neighbour- 
decisive vertices this is the length of a diametral path of the above mentioned 
spanning trees. Therefore half of it is the eccentricity of an absolute center of these 
spanning trees. So we get the following algorithm. 
Algorithm am. (Finds an absolute center of a unicyclic network.) 
Stepl. FindozztCck,I(i)foralli=l,..., k and vertex c, such that l(a) = maxi/(i) : 
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i=l ,...,k}. Compute d=max{d(c,,j):jEU\T,}. 
Step 2. 
If d = f(a), then x’ = c,, e(x’) =/(a) and stop. 
If d<f(a), then substitute U\ T, by one edge (c,,c), where c is a new 
vertex with ,(c,, c) = d and find out x’ and e(x’) in this tree and stop. 
If d>f(a), then set i=a, j=i+ 1, push a to stack S and go to Step 3. 
Step 3. (Traverse C, in the direction cO,cO+ i, .. ..c..) 
If f(i)Zd(p(ci,ci))+f(j), where P(c~,c~)= (ci,ci+l) Up(ci+l,~i), then set 
j=j+ 1 and repeat Step 3 
else push j to stack S, set i=j, j=j+ 1 and 
if i=a, then go to Step 4 else repeat Step 3. 
Step 4. (In Step 4 and Step 5 we traverse C, in the direction c,,c,_r, . . ..c., 
where co = ck. En variable d we have the smallest eccentricity found so far.) 
Pop the top element of stack S to i and the new top element o j. Go 
to Step 5. 
Step 5. 
If f(i) 1 d(p(ci, ~i))+f(j), where P(c~, cj) = (Ci, Ci- 1) UP(C~_ 1, ci), then POP 
the top element of stack S to j and repeat Step 5 
else (now cj and ci are neighbour-decisive rtices) 
if (f(i)+d(Ck)-d(p(cj,cj))+f(j))/2.0<d, then d=(f(i)+d(&)-d(p(q, 
cj))+f(.W2.0, 
if j=a, then e(x’) =d, find out x’ and stop 
else set i=j, pop the top element of stack S to j and repeat Step 5. 
We assume the network is presented with adjacency lists. In Step 1 we use a vector 
for the degrees of vertices. We examine the adjacency list of a vertex when it has 
degree one in the remaining network. When all the vertices in the remaining network 
have degree two we are left with the cycle C,. This cycle is found traversing the ad- 
jacency lists of the remaining vertices. When discovering C, we get also the lengths 
of the edges on C,. In Step 2 we may need to traverse and change the adjacency 
list of c, and find out the absolute center of a tree. Thus Step 2 can also be done 
in O(n) time. In the remaining steps we need only a constant amount of time for 
each vertex ci of cycle C,. Thus Algorithm acu can be executed in O(n) time in the 
worst case. 
Example. We consider the unicyclic network of Fig. 1. Here a= 1, f(a) = 10 and 
d = 13. In Step 3 we traverse C’s and push 1,3,4,5 and 1 to stack S. Then we traverse 
C, in the opposite direction and find cl and c4 to be the first neighbour-decisive 
vertices. Now (10+26- 11+0)/2.0= 12.5~13 andso weset d= 12.5. Next c,and c3 
are neighbour-decisive rtices and (0+ 26 - 4 + 2)/2.0 = 12~ 12.5 and we set d= 
12.0. Lastly c3 and cl are neighbour-decisive rtices, but (2 + 26 - 1 1 + 10)/2.0= 
13.5> 12.0 and therefore we have e(x’)= 12.0 and we also know that an absolute 
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center is on the midpoint of the diametral path p(g4,gS) =&,,gs) in T(3). This is 
at 12 units distance from c4 and g3 which is on edge (c,,cz) with C&X’)= 1. 
In this paper we have studied the absolute center problem on a more general net- 
work than a tree. We have found a linear time algorithm for the absolute center 
problem on a unicyclic network. It should be noted that this algorithm can also be 
extended to handle more general networks if we know that x’ is in a nonseparable 
component which consists of one cycle. 
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